Argus white paper: Belgian nuclear crisis
Belgian power prices reached record levels in October
with a series of nuclear outages reducing available capacity at a time when import capacity will already be fully
utilised.
Baseload prices for November reached as high as €205/
MWh leading the transmission system operator and government to take steps to try to ensure security of supply
this winter.
Chemicals, metals and other industrial power consumers
may seek to reduce their demand due to high prices.
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Nuclear plants offline
The extension of outages at the country’s Tihange
nuclear power plant have led to the price rally.
The 1GW Tihange 2 reactor will be off line until 31 May
2019, having previously been scheduled to return to the
grid on 31 October 2018. And the 1GW Tihange 3 reactor
will come back on line on 1 March 2019, rather than 30 September 2018, as previously expected. The 1GW Doel 4 reactor is currently undergoing the same analysis as Tihange
2, and is scheduled to come back on line on 15 December.
Electrabel also extended in August outages at its 433MW
Doel 1 and 2 units by more than two months for work to
extend the reactors’ lifespan.
Electrabel, French utility Engie’s Belgian subsidiary, has
been carrying out maintenance at the plant after inspections revealed concrete degradation in bunkers containing
emergency back-up equipment annexed to the reactors.
Belgian nuclear safety authority Fanc said on 19
September that analysis is being carried out at Tihange
2 to determine what repairs are required, while repairs
at Tihange 3 are ongoing. The resistance of the buildings
must be demonstrated for Fanc to authorise the restart of
the reactors, it said.
Gas plants return
Three gas plants that had previously closed were
brought back to life to help meet winter demand. French
utility Engie’s Belgian subsidiary Electrabel brought the
225MW Vilvoorde plant back on 23 October while French
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state-controlled utility EdF’s Belgian subsidiary Luminus
restarted the Ham combined-cycle gas turbine (CCGT) on
22 October.
Ham’s return to the grid follows the restart on 15
October of the 470MW Seraing CCGT plant, also operated
by EdF Luminus. Seraing had already been scheduled to
return to merchant operation on 1 November because of
improved market conditions. But EdF Luminus told Argus
earlier this year that the Ham plant was “definitively
closed”.
German power is key
The issue has been discussed at the highest level.
Belgian prime minister Charles Michel held with German
chancellor Angela Merkel concerning power imports for
this winter.
Michel received “the guarantee of [Germany’s] cooperation in the context of imports” during a telephone
exchange with Merkel on 7 October.
Members of the Pentalateral Energy Forum (Plef) are
finalising a framework that will increase Belgium’s import
capacity in the central west European (CWE) flow-based
day-ahead market coupling this winter, given prolonged
nuclear outages in the country.
Germany’s economy and energy minister Peter Altmaier
and the Belgian minister for energy, environment and
sustainable development, Marie-Christine Marghem, on 16
October signed an initial agreement on closer energy co-
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operation between the countries. This includes short-term
security of supply measures and longer-term goals such as
joint offshore wind power projects.
The countries will “act in the spirit of solidarity” to
ensure security of supply in Belgium in the 2018-19 winter.
Six of Belgium’s seven reactors are scheduled to be off line
for parts of November and nuclear availability will remain
below 100pc of installed capacity — around 6GW — this
winter.
Germany, Belgium and Plef’s other members Austria,
France, Luxembourg, the Netherlands and Switzerland are
finalising a framework to ensure Belgium has adequate
supply this winter, the agreement signed yesterday states.
German transmission system operator (TSO) Amprion
confirmed that the framework will include measures to
maximise Belgium’s import capacity in the CWE flowbased day-ahead coupling. The framework will also include
emergency measures provided to Belgium by neighbouring TSOs should steps to increase import capacity be
inadequate to elevate a supply-demand imbalance in the
country, Amprion said.
Belgian energy regulator Creg earlier this month called
on Germany to curb loop flows on its border with Belgium.
Loop flows receive priority access to interconnectors, taking up capacity that could be used for imports. Belgian
prime minister Charles Michel received assurances from
German chancellor Angela Merkel just days later that Germany is willing to “co-operate in the context of imports”.
The CWE day-ahead flow-based market coupling tends
to prioritise German exports to France when the French
system is tight over flows to the smaller participating
markets — Belgium, the Netherlands and Austria. At times
of strong French demand for German power, the CWE
flow-based mechanism contributes to loop flows, as some
of the German-French commercial flows are facilitated by
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transits through the smaller markets. This is in addition to
loop flows caused by Germany’s internal grid bottlenecks
at times of high wind generation.
Belgium’s net imports allocated through CWE flowbased day-ahead coupling have increased sharply to
2.5GW on average on 1-18 October from 839MW over the
whole of October last year. Around 2GW of Belgian nuclear
capacity was off line in October 2017 compared with nearly
4GW now. France has moved to a net export position in the
day-ahead coupling with net exports averaging 552MW
across CWE and nearly 1.5GW to Belgium on 1-18 October,
at a time when the French market has not been particularly
tight. French net imports throughout October last year
allocated in the CWE day-ahead coupling averaged nearly
3GW.
Industry seeks to reduce consumption
Heavy industry is looking to reducing power consumption in November, which could have an impact on output
in Belgium’s key metal processing and chemicals sector
There is some flexibility in Belgian industry for demand response to help alleviate supply-demand balance
constraints in the power sector this winter, federation
of Belgian industrial energy consumers Febeliec told
Argus.
Febeliec is calling on Belgian industrial consumers to
use flexibility in either their processes or through backup generators to reduce their power consumption in
peak demand periods, with the aim of avoiding the need
to cut off consumers from the electricity grid.
The federation is “convinced” there is flexibility
available in the industry for this, it told Argus, adding
that the question is how to make sure the price signal
reaches the industry.
The high prices for Belgium power could incentivise a
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demand-side response from industry, especially considering
that day-ahead, intra-day and balancing market prices over
the period are likely to be at a premium to forward prices.
But this type of industry response to power shortage
problems has only partially been examined in Belgium, as
opposed to the more advanced systems in place in countries
such as the UK, Febeliec said. The federation conducted
a study alongside Elia in 2013 looking at ways to improve
demand response in Belgium, but no flexible consumption
tenders were developed as a result.
High prices may also encourage industrial consumers to
sell power bought in the forward market back to the grid at
a profit, although this would necessitate agreements with
suppliers and balancing responsible parties, Febeliec said.
While some industries do not have flexible production processes — certain chemical processes, for example,
require a stable power supply — such consumers could still
potentially find flexibility in other divisions such as packaging, the federation said.
UK could export to Belgium
The UK could export power to Belgium when the Nemo
Link interconnector begins commercial operations in the
first quarter of next year because of low Belgian nuclear
availability.
The 1GW cable is due to be commissioned in the fourth
quarter with commercial go-live in the first quarter of
2019, although project operator Nemo Link has not given
more specific dates on the timing.
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Floating power plants
Belgian transmission system operator (TSO) Elia is looking into the possibility of connecting floating power stations to the electricity grid to help ensure supply security
this winter, it said today.
Elia “will investigate potential locations to possibly
connect a power boat to our grid” at the request of French
utility Engie’s Belgian subsidiary Electrabel “to cope with
their capacity problem”, it said. But nothing has been
confirmed yet and the investigation is still at an early
phase, the TSO added.
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